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Sent via email: christopherlionetti@abington.k12.pa.us 
Mr. Christopher A. Lionetti, Treasurer 
The Foundation for Abington School District 
c/o Abington School District 
970 Highland Avenue 
Abington, PA 19001 
 

Re: Response to Request for Proposals for Legal Services 

Dear Mr. Lionetti: 

In response to the Foundation for Abington School District’s Request for Proposals for 
Legal Services, Conley Fleming LLP is delighted to send you the attached Proposal to Serve as Outside 
General Counsel.   

As described in more detail in our Proposal, Conley Fleming is a boutique law firm 
dedicated to providing legal services exclusively to nonprofit and tax-exempt organizations.  In this 
regard, we believe we have the requisite knowledge and experience with nonprofit corporation law and 
all applicable federal and state statutory and reporting requirements for nonprofit, tax-exempt 
organizations to be able to efficiently and effectively meet FASD’s legal needs. 

If selected, and in light of FASD’s important charitable mission, we propose to charge a 
reduced hourly rate of $400 for each of the firm’s partners who may work on FASD matters along with a 
blended hourly rate of $300 for any of the firm’s associate lawyers who may also work on FASD matters.  
Except as may otherwise be provided in our Proposal, we would be wiling to accept all the terms and 
conditions contained in FASD’s RFP. 

We hope the Proposal is acceptable to you and the FASD Board.  However, please do not 
hesitate to reach out to me if you would like to discuss any aspect of the Proposal in more detail. 

Thank you for inviting Conley Fleming to participate in FASD’s RFP. 

Sincerely yours, 

 
Noel A. Fleming 

mailto:christopherlionetti@abington.k12.pa.us
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I. FIRM OVERVIEW 

Conley Fleming LLP is pleased to submit this Proposal in response to the Foundation for 
Abington School District’s (“FASD”) Request for Proposals for Legal Services (“RFP”) 
to procure outside general counsel to assist FASD with its important charitable work. 

Conley Fleming is a boutique law firm with four experienced nonprofit attorneys 
devoted exclusively to serving the needs of nonprofit, tax-exempt organizations like 
FASD.  Our mission is to provide exceptional legal advice and services with integrity, 
professionalism, and respect for our clients in a collaborative, cost-effective, and 
efficient manner.  Like the nonprofit clients we serve, we are passionate about what we 
do. 

Conley Fleming works with nonprofit organizations at all stages of operation, from 
entity formation to dissolution, providing legal and strategic counsel and advice 
regarding matters ranging from daily operations to once-in-a-lifetime restructures.  We 
routinely counsel nonprofit boards of directors on corporate governance matters, 
fiduciary duties, and related issues. 

We have extensive experience providing sophisticated legal advice tailored to meet the 
needs and support the mission of each of our nonprofit clients, and we take pride in 
delivering big firm results at reasonable, affordable rates.  In this regard, Conley 
Fleming’s lawyers have over 30 years of combined experience serving the unique legal, 
tax, and related needs of a wide variety of nonprofit organizations, including publicly 
supported charities, private foundations, supporting organizations, social welfare 
agencies, community development organizations, mental health organizations, and 
cultural organizations. 

We serve our nonprofit clients directly in those matters where we possess requisite 
levels of experience and expertise, and, indirectly, by serving as a “gatekeeper” 
arranging for and managing legal and related services provided by other professionals 
in connection with matters that fall outside our particular experience and expertise.  In 
each case, we strive to ensure that all services are provided in a fashion that is efficient 
and sensitive to our nonprofit clients’ unique attributes and qualities.  Conley Fleming 
does not directly handle litigation matters, but we frequently coordinate with and 
supervise other counsel in such matters on behalf of our nonprofit clients. 

We recognize the important work that FASD does to support Abington School District 
and we would be delighted to help support FASD’s mission by serving as its outside 
general counsel. 
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II. CONLEY FLEMING’S ATTORNEYS 

While all of Conley Fleming’s lawyers have significant experience working with 
nonprofit organizations on a wide variety of issues, if selected, Noel A. Fleming and 
Kayci D. Petenko would be the principal attorneys working on FASD’s legal matters.  
Nevertheless, as a boutique law firm dedicated to representing nonprofit organizations, 
all of Conley Fleming’s lawyers work closely together on many client matters.  While 
we are always mindful of not duplicating our efforts, we also believe that it is often 
valuable to our clients to obtain the advice and counsel of other experienced nonprofit 
lawyers on some of our clients’ more sophisticated transactions.  Thus, it is anticipated 
that Noel and Kayci will collaborate with partner, Marla K. Conley, or our senior 
associate, Molly S. Unterseher, as may be appropriate or necessary to provide FASD 
with the most effective and efficient representation.  Detailed biographies of each of 
Conley Fleming’s lawyers are provided below. 

A. Noel A. Fleming, Esquire 

Noel is a founding partner of Conley Fleming LLP where he focuses his practice on 
serving the legal needs of nonprofit organizations primarily in the areas of corporate 
law and governance, charitable trusts, federal, state and local tax matters, fiduciary 
duties, charitable fundraising, and related matters.  

Noel graduated from Temple Law School in 2003 with a dual JD/MBA degree and was 
admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar later that year.  During law school, he was a 
managing editor of Temple Law Review and interned in the law school’s low-income 
clinic where he began serving nonprofit organizations. 

Following his graduation from law school, and while practicing law on a full-time basis, 
Noel continued his legal studies in Temple’s Graduate Tax Program where he obtained 
an LL.M in taxation in 2006.  Since then, Noel has returned to Temple Law School 
periodically as a substitute adjunct professor assisting with the course “Taxation of 
Exempt Organizations” for JD and LL.M students. 

Noel is the Past Chair of the Pennsylvania Bar Association's Charitable Organizations 
Committee and a former course planner and frequent presenter for the Pennsylvania 
Bar Institute's Annual Nonprofit Institute.  He writes and speaks frequently on legal 
matters related to the operation of nonprofit organizations and has been recognized by 
his peers as a Super Lawyer in the field of nonprofit law.  His articles have been 
published in the Temple Law Review, The Journal of Taxation, The Exempt Organizations Tax 
Review, and Taxation of Exempts. 
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B. Marla K. Conley, Esquire 

Marla is a founding partner of Conley Fleming LLP where she focuses her practice on 
serving nonprofit organizations and their donors.  Marla has a particular interest in 
child welfare matters and frequently provides legal advice to organizations providing 
direct services in the child welfare and juvenile justice areas. 

Marla provides general counsel and strategic planning services for a wide range of 
nonprofit organizations, from obtaining and maintaining tax-exempt status to major 
corporate restructures and affiliations.  She advises clients regarding corporate 
structure; governance; taxation; fundraising; endowment and charitable trust 
management; grants; and charitable spending.  She represents clients before the IRS, the 
Attorney General, and the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court. 

Marla has extensive expertise in the federal tax and state charitable laws applicable to 
private foundations, charitable trusts, and other grantmakers, such as individual donors 
and sponsoring organizations of donor advised funds. 

Marla also specializes in new and old charitable gifts, including general fundraising 
matters, corporate sponsorships, cause-related marketing, planned giving, and vetting 
and accepting complex illiquid assets such as collectibles, real estate, or interests in a 
closely held business.  She regularly assists clients with grant and donation agreements 
as well as managing and investing, and removing old restrictions on, charitable funds, 
trusts, and endowments. 

She speaks frequently on nonprofit governance and fundraising issues.  Marla is always 
interested in hearing about new models for collaborative charitable funding or program 
evaluation. 

Marla studied public policy affecting youth at Princeton University and then worked in 
direct service provision and affordable housing development in cities including 
Baltimore, MD, and Newark, NJ.  She worked for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central 
Maryland, the American Bar Association's Center on Children and the Law, and the 
Delaware Office of the Child Advocate.  She received her undergraduate degree from 
Princeton University and her law degree, magna cum laude, from the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

Prior to founding Conley Fleming LLP, Marla Co-Chaired the Nonprofit Practice Group 
at Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP in Philadelphia. 
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Marla currently serves as co-chair of the Property Committee for the Girl Scouts of 
Eastern Pennsylvania. 

C. Molly S. Unterseher, Esquire 

Molly is a senior associate at Conley Fleming LLP where she focuses her practice on 
advising a variety of tax-exempt organizations, including private foundations, public 
charities, and donor-advised funds.  

Molly has extensive experience guiding clients through all aspects of establishing tax-
exempt organizations, including applying for, and maintaining, tax-exempt status at the 
federal and state levels, as well as navigating governance and compliance matters.  She 
also assists clients with tax issues related to state property, sales, and use tax exemptions 
and unrelated business income matters.  

She advises charitable organizations and their fundraisers on compliance matters related 
to state charitable solicitation laws, and counsels clients concerning grant-making policies 
and the regulations governing the receipt and use of charitable contributions. 

Prior to joining Conley Fleming LLP, Molly was an associate at an international law firm 
and a tax associate in PriceWaterhouseCoopers’ National Tax Services Exempt 
Organizations Tax Services Group in Washington, DC, where she provided compliance 
and consulting services to public charities and private foundations.  Molly received her 
undergraduate degree in philosophy from Georgetown University and her law degree 
from Georgetown University Law Center. 

D. Kayci D. Petenko, Esquire 

Kayci is an associate at Conley Fleming LLP where she focuses her practice on advising a 
variety of tax-exempt organizations, including private foundations, public charities, and 
donor-advised funds.   

Prior to joining Conley Fleming LLP, Kayci was a tax associate in the Tax Advisory Group 
of an accounting firm, where she provided clients with a wide range of tax consulting 
services and specialized in state and local taxation. In addition, she has law firm 
experience representing clients in corporate, financial, real estate, and litigation matters. 
She has also advised clients on compliance issues, corporate governance matters, and 
contract negotiation.  Kayci holds both undergraduate and graduate business degrees 
from Tulane University Freeman School of Business and Rutgers University School of 
Business, respectively.  She also received a law degree from Rutgers University and an 
LL.M. in Taxation, with distinction, from Temple University Beasley School of Law.  
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III. RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

Conley Fleming’s lawyers regularly act as outside general counsel for a variety of 
nonprofit organizations including publicly supported charities, private foundations, 
supporting organizations, mental health organizations, social service providers, 
museums, educational institutions, and health care facilities.  In this capacity, we advise 
these organizations on all manner of legal issues affecting nonprofit organizations 
including corporate formation and qualification for tax-exempt status, federal tax law 
compliance, corporate governance matters, contractual matters including the negotiation 
and drafting of contracts, mergers and acquisitions, strategic alliances, charitable 
contribution issues, and unrelated business income tax questions. 

Some of the specific matters Conley Fleming’s lawyers have recently worked on in their 
capacity as outside general counsel include: 

• Providing strategic, operational, tax, and grantmaking advice to Rural India 
Supporting Trust, a Type I supporting organization that conducts international 
grantmaking activities 

• Counseling nonprofit Boards of Directors on corporate governance matters 
including providing advice about policies and procedures, fiduciary duties, board 
roles and responsibilities, charitable fundraising matters, and nonprofit insurance 
matters 

• Reviewing and editing IRS Tax Information Returns (“Forms 990”) for Conley 
Fleming’s public charity and private foundation clients 

• Negotiating and drafting comprehensive agreements on behalf of nonprofit clients 
that conduct miscellaneous activities 

• Reviewing and updating organizational Bylaws to bring them into line with 
current law and ensuring that they appropriately reflect organizational practices 
and procedures 

• Reviewing nonprofit operations and legal structures to provide advice and 
guidance on corporate restructuring matters to help limit potential exposure to 
liability and/or to develop asset protection strategies 

• Applying for and obtaining sales tax exemptions for several Pennsylvania 
nonprofit organizations 
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• Reviewing internal policies and procedures to ensure that they are appropriate for 
an organization’s size and scope of operations 

• Providing general advice and guidance to clients concerning “best practices” for 
tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations 

• Petitioning the Attorney General’s Office and seeking Orphans’ Court approval to 
remove restrictions on the use of various charitable assets 

• Applying to the IRS for Group Exemption Rulings 

In addition to the firm’s broad experience summarized above representing diverse 
nonprofit organizations including supporting organizations, one of Noel Fleming’s 
publications that may be of interest to FASD is an article he co-authored about the 
operation of supporting organizations for the Journal of Taxation titled “Private 
Foundation or Public Charity?  Type III Supporting Organizations After the PPA.”  A copy of 
the article is attached for your reference. 
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IV. REFERENCES 

Nonprofit Organization and Primary Contact Brief Description of Client Matter 
Gil A. Nusbaum 
General Counsel 
National Philanthropic Trust 
165 Township Line Road, Suite 1200 
Jenkintown, PA 19046 
Gnusbaum@nptrust.org 
(215) 277-3010 
 

Providing ongoing legal and tax 
advice and support to a large donor 
advised fund sponsoring organization 
with respect to its subsidiary 
supporting organizations and in 
connection with its acceptance of large 
corporate gifts; Conley Fleming also 
provides strategic legal counsel in 
connection with this organization’s 
corporate governance matters 
 

Robert T. Kelly, Trustee 
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation 
c/o Myers, Brier & Kelly LLP 
425 Spruce Street, Suite 200 
Scranton, PA 18501 
Rkelly@mbklaw.com 
(570) 342-6100 

Conley Fleming’s lawyers have 
worked with Mr. Kelly on various 
nonprofit matters for several years 
including advising the Weinberg 
Foundation, a large private 
foundation, on Pennsylvania state law 
issues with respect to the operation of 
its corporate subsidiaries and real 
estate exemption matters 
 

Bill O’Brien 
Executive Director 
Business Leadership Organized for Catholic 
Schools (“BLOCS”) 
555 Croton Avenue, Suite 310 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 
bobrien@blocs.org 
(484) 704-2300 
 

Advising on nonprofit operational 
matters and charitable giving issues 
including with respect to qualification 
as an Opportunity Scholarship 
Organization for purposes of 
Pennsylvania’s Opportunity 
Scholarship Tax Credit Program 

Edward F. Heffron 
Executive Director 
Community Support Group 
326 Adams Avenue 
Scranton, PA 18503 
(570) 348-6100 

Formed Community Support Group 
as a 509(a)(3) supporting organization 
of Scranton Counseling Center and 
provided advice and assistance with 
respect to its on-going operations 

  

mailto:Gnusbaum@nptrust.org
mailto:Rkelly@mbklaw.com
mailto:bobrien@blocs.org
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V. PROPOSED FEES AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST MATTERS 

We typically charge for our services based on the time that we devote to client matters.  
Although our standard hourly billing rate for new clients as of June 2018 is $425 for 
partners Noel A. Fleming and Marla K. Conley, in light of FASD’s important charitable 
mission, if selected, we propose to charge a reduced hourly rate of $400 for each of Noel 
and Marla.  We also propose to charge a blended hourly rate of $300 for each our 
associate attorneys, Molly S. Unterseher and Kayci D. Petenko.  Legal assistant time, if 
any, will be billed at $150 per hour.  We do not currently anticipate incurring any out-
of-pocket expenses for FASD. 

Conley Fleming is not aware of any existing client relationships that would present a 
potential conflict of interest to its proposed representation of FASD.  No attorney 
associated with Conley Fleming has been disciplined by any state or federal authority.   

VI. ENGAGEMENT AND BILLING MATTERS 

Conley Fleming normally renders its statements on a monthly basis for work performed 
and expenses recorded on our books during the previous month.  Our standard 
invoices identify the services performed by each attorney and other service provider 
including: (a) start and end date; (b) hours worked; (c) billable rate; (d) non-labor 
expenses (travel, photocopying, etc.); (e) subcontracting charges; and (f) gross amount 
due.  As requested in the RFP, attached is a sample engagement letter for your review.  
Conley Fleming does not normally indemnify its clients from claims made against them 
for the wrongful, willful, or negligent performance of services.  In addition, we do not 
normally include clients as additional insureds on our general liability and employer’s 
liability insurance policies. 



 
Conley Fleming LLP  

Form Engagement Letter 
  



 
CONLEY FLEMING LLP 

LEGAL COUNSEL FOR NONPROFITS 

1880 JOHN F. KENNEDY BOULEVARD, SUITE 1720 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103 

215-383-1749 

 

MARLA K. CONLEY 
mconley@conleyfleming.com 

(215) 383-1752 (direct) 
 

 NOEL A. FLEMING 
nfleming@conleyfleming.com  

(215) 383-1751 (direct) 
 

June __, 2018 
 

[Client Name and Address] 
 
 
 
 

Re: Engagement Letter for Legal Services   

Dear _____________: 

We are delighted that you have asked Conley Fleming LLP to advise [Client] in 
connection with [brief description of nonprofit services to be provided] and related issues.  We 
appreciate your confidence and look forward to serving you.  This letter outlines the terms of our 
proposed engagement, which we are submitting for your review, consideration, and acceptance. 

1. Client.  Our client in this engagement will be [Name of Client]. 

2. Scope of Representation.  We regularly counsel clients regarding the laws 
governing the formation and operation of nonprofit, tax-exempt organizations, particularly in the 
areas of corporate law and governance, mergers, acquisitions, federal, state, and local tax matters, 
fiduciary duties, compensation issues, fundraising, grantmaking, and related matters.  If engaged, 
we propose to [provide more detailed description of services to be provided].  Thereafter, and 
as requested by you or another authorized representative, we would assist [Client] with ongoing 
corporate, tax, and operational issues related to the organization’s operations or status a tax-
exempt, nonprofit organization.  For matters that fall outside our areas of practice, we would be 
pleased to help you locate other counsel. You may limit or expand the scope of our representation, 
provided that any expansion must be agreed to by us. 

3. Term of Engagement.  Either of us may terminate the engagement at any 
time for any reason by written notice, subject on our part to applicable rules of professional 
conduct.  If we terminate the engagement, we will take such steps as are reasonably practicable to 
protect the your interests in the matters that we are handling for you. 

4. Conclusion of Representation; Retention and Disposition of Documents.  
Unless previously terminated, our representation will terminate upon our sending you our final 
statement for services rendered in this matter.  Following such termination, any otherwise 



 
[Client Name] 
June ___, 2018 
Page 2 of 3 

 

 
 

nonpublic information you have supplied to us which is retained by us will be kept confidential in 
accordance with applicable rules of professional conduct.  At your request, your papers and 
property will be returned to you promptly upon receipt of payment for outstanding fees and costs.  
Our own files pertaining to the matter will be retained by our firm.  These firm files include, for 
example, firm administrative records, time and expense reports, personnel and staffing materials, 
credit and accounting records, and internal lawyers’ work product such as drafts, notes, internal 
memoranda, and legal and factual research, including investigative reports, prepared by or for the 
internal use of our lawyers.  All such documents retained by our firm will be transferred to the 
person responsible for administering our records retention program.  For various reasons, including 
the minimization of unnecessary storage expenses, we reserve the right to destroy or otherwise 
dispose of any such documents or other materials retained by us within a reasonable time after the 
termination of the engagement. 

5. Post-Engagement Matters.  If engaged, the firm will provide legal services 
in connection with the specific matters outlined in paragraph 2 above as requested by you. After 
completion of the matters, changes may occur in the applicable laws or regulations that could have an 
impact upon your future rights and liabilities. Unless you engage us after completion of the matters to 
provide additional advice on issues arising from the matters, the firm will have no continuing obligation 
to advise you with respect to future legal developments. 

6. Fees and Expenses.  We normally charge for our services based on the time 
that we devote to your matters.  Although my standard hourly rate and that of my law partner, 
Marla K. Conley, is $425, in light of [Client’s] important charitable mission, we propose to charge 
an hourly rate of $400 for each of us for services rendered pursuant to the terms of this engagement 
letter.  We also propose to charge a blended hourly rate of $300 for each of our associate attorneys, 
Molly S. Unterseher and Kayci D. Petenko.  Legal assistant time, if any, will be billed at $150 per 
hour.  Our rates are subject to change and are usually revised annually without further notice at the 
beginning of the year.  This is not a contingent fee matter, and all fees and costs are due regardless 
of the outcome of the case. 

We will include on our statements separate charges for such out-of-pocket expenses 
incurred on your behalf, such as messenger and delivery service, computerized research, travel, 
long-distance telephone and fax, and search and filing fees.  Fees and expenses of others generally 
will not be paid by us, but will be billed directly to you.  We will not charge for routine 
photocopying and postage but may pass along those charges to you if for some reason they are 
extraordinary in amount. 

Statements normally will be rendered monthly for work performed and expenses 
recorded on our books during the previous month.  Payment is due promptly upon receipt of our 
statement.  If any statement remains unpaid for more than 45 days, we may suspend performing 
services for you until arrangements satisfactory to us have been made for payment of outstanding 
statements and the payment of future fees and expenses. 

The firm requests a retainer for new clients and for new matters or projects for 
existing clients.  If engaged to provide nonprofit and tax-exempt services for [Client] as described 
in Paragraph 2 above, we will request a retainer of $[TBD].  If the scope of our engagement 



 
[Client Name] 
June ___, 2018 
Page 3 of 3 

 

 
 

significantly changes, if our bills have not been timely paid, or if we are asked to represent you in 
litigation or in other matters, we reserve the right to request an additional retainer. 

7. Client Responsibilities.  You agree to cooperate fully with us and to provide 
promptly all information known or available to you relevant to our representation. 

8. Publicity and Marketing.  You hereby give us permission to list [Client] in 
our marketing materials as a client of the firm, to briefly note the matters on which we have 
represented the organization, and to describe [Client name’s] programs and goals to potential 
funders or partners.  By granting us this permission, you do not waive our continuing obligation 
to maintain the confidentiality of confidential information and documents that we have received 
from you and that you may provide to us in the future. 

9. Conflicts.  Conley Fleming LLP represents other organizations and 
individuals.  It is possible that present or future clients of our firm will have disputes or transactions 
with [Client].  You agree that we may continue to represent, or may undertake in the future to 
represent, existing or new clients in any matter that is not substantially related to our work for 
[Client], even if the interests of such clients in those other matters are directly adverse.  We agree, 
however, that your prospective consent to conflicting representation contained in the preceding 
sentence shall not apply in any instance where, as a result of our representation of [Client], we 
have obtained proprietary or other confidential information of a nonpublic nature, that, if known 
to such other client, could be used in any such other matter by such client to your material 
disadvantage. 
 

If you are in agreement with the terms of this engagement, please sign a copy of 
this letter in the space provided and return it to me.  We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Noel A. Fleming 

 
Agreed and accepted: 

[Client] 

 

By:____________________________ 
        
       Authorized Officer 
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Private Foundation or Public Charity? Type III Supporting
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Author: By David M. Flynn and Noel A. Fleming

DAVID M. FLYNN is a partner, and NOEL A. FLEMING is an associate, in the law firm of Lundy &

Flynn LLP, in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania. Mr. Flynn has previously written for THE JOURNAL.
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The requirements, considerations, and alternatives available for obtaining IRS recognition of a

charitable organization's status as a supporting organization under Section 509(a)(3) have changed as

a result of the Pension Protection Act. In particular, there are advantages and disadvantages of

classification as a "Type III" supporting organization, and possible alternatives to such classification

may avoid some of the PPA's more restrictive provisions.

[pg. 365]

The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-280, 8/17/06; "the PPA") is one of the most wide-ranging

pieces of legislation to affect tax-exempt organizations (EOs) since the enactment of TRA '69 (which

created the public charity vs. private foundation dichotomy). Although the PPA contains many new tax

incentives designed to encourage and promote charitable giving, it also contains several significant

reform provisions that alter the organizational and operational requirements for several types of EOs. In

particular, and in response to certain perceived and real abuses of certain types of entities, the PPA

drastically affects the organizational and operational requirements of so-called supporting organizations

(SOs)-that is, organizations that obtain their public charity status because of their relationship to, and

https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&appVer=18.03&dbName=JTAX&linkType=docloc&locId=jtax06200812&ods=JTAX&permaId=i12fb850230e211dda040c7f8ee2eaa77&permaType=doc&tagName=STORY&endParm=y
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role in supporting, other public charities.

BACKGROUND

Since TRA '69, every organization that qualifies for tax-exempt status as a charitable organization

described in Section 501(c)(3) also must qualify to be classified as either a "public charity" or a "private

foundation." Most Section 501(c)(3) organizations (those not created with the specific intention of

operating as a private foundation) seek to avoid private foundation status because of the more

complicated and restrictive regulatory regime that applies to private foundations. 1

"Public charities" include certain types of organizations that are "institutionally" so classified, including

churches and their integrated auxiliaries, hospital and medical research organizations, and schools,

colleges, and universities. All of these organizations automatically qualify for public charity status without

regard to the nature, amount or sources of their financial support. In addition, there are two categories of

broadly publicly supported organizations that qualify as public charities:

(1) Organizations that have active programs of fundraising and receive contributions from

many sources, including the general public, corporations, private foundations, government

agencies (grants), and other similarly classified public charities.

(2) Organizations that receive significant amounts of public support in the form of gross

receipts from the conduct of activities that further the organization's exempt purposes (but

which may not have investment income exceeding one-third of total support). This category

includes organizations such as nursing homes or continuing care retirement communities,

symphony orchestras, and, in certain cases, museums.

[pg. 366]

Finally, the last major category of public charities covers "supporting organizations," which function

actively in a supporting relationship to one or more of the other types of public charities described above

and are not required to meet a public support test.

As discussed in more detail below, the PPA has codified the terminology that practitioners have long

used to describe the three classifications of SOs. In the practitioner's vernacular (and now also pursuant

to the statute), SOs are classified as Type I, Type II, or Type III.

Significantly, the PPA created a distinction between Type III SOs that are determined to be "functionally

integrated" and Type III SOs that are determined to be "non-functionally integrated." Most of the

advantages of SO status over private foundation status have been eliminated for Type III SOs that are

"not functionally integrated" with their supported organization or organizations. In fact, for reasons that

will be summarized below, in many circumstances private foundation status may be considered

preferable to "Type III, non-functionally integrated SO" status.
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FORMATION AND OPERATION OF SOs, GENERALLY

To qualify as an SO under Section 509(a)(3) , an organization must, as a threshold matter, satisfy three

principal requirements. 2 The organization must:

(1) Be organized, and at all times thereafter operated, exclusively for the benefit of, to perform

the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of, one or more specified charitable publicly

supported organizations (the "organizational and operational tests"),

(2) Be operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with one or more supported

organizations (the "relationship test"), and

(3) Not be controlled directly or indirectly by one or more "disqualified persons" (as defined in

Section 4946 ) other than foundation managers and other than one or more supported

organizations (the "control test").

The Organizational Test

An organization can satisfy the organizational test under Section 509(a)(3) by drafting its articles of

incorporation (or other formative governing instrument) to appropriately state, and expressly limit, the

purposes for which it is organized and is to be operated, and to identify either by name or by sufficiently

specific descriptive category the supported organization or organizations that the supporting organization

is being organized to support. The test is met if the SO's governing instrument complies with four

requirements.

• The governing instrument must limit the purposes of the SO to one or more of the purposes

set forth in Section 509(a)(3) . That is, the SO must be organized "exclusively for the benefit

of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of" the publicly supported

organization. The publicly supported organization must be one or more Section 501(c)(3)

organizations classified as public charities under either Section 509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2) .

• The governing instrument must not expressly empower the SO to engage in activities that are

not in furtherance of those purposes.

• The governing instrument must specify the publicly supported organization(s) on whose behalf

the SO is to be operated. The publicly supported organization can be specified by name or by

class if the relationship is that of a parent/subsidiary or a brother/sister; otherwise the publicly

supported organization must be specified by name.

• The governing instrument must not empower the SO to support or benefit any organization

other than its publicly supported organization(s).

Although the organizational test is essentially a formality, it is an important one that cannot be

overlooked.

The Operational Test
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In addition to the organizational test, the organization must provide a complete, but reasonably succinct,

description of the proposed activities in which the organization will engage in furtherance of the

charitable purposes for which it has been organized. This description is an important basis for the

determination by the IRS that the organization qualifies as an SO. Accordingly, it is important to carefully

consider the nature and scope of the organization's proposed activities.

In this regard, the organization must demonstrate that the activities in which it will engage actually

support or benefit the identified publicly supported organization(s), such as by making payments to or for

the use of, or providing services or facilities for, individual members of the charitable class benefited by

the publicly supported organization(s). The permissible beneficiaries of an SO's grants or programs are

limited to:

• The SO's publicly supported organization(s).

• Individual members of the charitable class served by the publicly supported organization,

either through direct payments or benefits to the individuals, or earmarked for such individuals

and given through an unrelated organization.

• Other SOs that support the publicly supported organization(s).

• Public colleges and universities.
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The Relationship Test

The Regulations under Section 509(a)(3) prescribe three distinct methods (or types of relationships)

that satisfy the relationship test. So long as an SO is (1) "operated, supervised, or controlled by," (2)

"supervised or controlled with," or (3) "operated in connection with" one or more supported

organizations, the SO will satisfy the relationship test.

After enactment of the PPA, SOs that satisfy the relationship test under (1) are classified as Type I SOs,

those that satisfy the relationship test under (2) are classified as Type II SOs, and those that satisfy the

relationship test under (3) are classified as Type III SOs. Since the PPA did not materially alter the

criteria for qualification as a Type I or Type II SO, our remaining focus is on only the criteria for

qualification as a Type III SO.

As discussed further below in connection with the control test, the precise manner in which the

relationship test is satisfied must be carefully considered so as to avoid any possibility of running afoul of

the control test.

Operated in connection with. To qualify as a supporting organization that is "operated in connection

with" one or more supported organizations (a Type III SO), the SO's articles of incorporation must state

by name the specified publicly supported organizations on whose behalf the supporting organization is

to be operated. This type of relationship is more attenuated than the relationships that are required for

classification as a Type I or Type II SO, and accordingly this relationship has a series of detailed
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elements that generally make it more difficult to demonstrate compliance.

Recognizing that certain kinds of Type III SOs are more susceptible to abuse than others, the PPA

created two classes of Type III SOs, prescribing a different regulatory scheme for each based on the

perceived abuses. Accordingly, as noted above, Type III organizations are classified as either those that

are "functionally integrated" with the organizations they support ("Type III FI-SOs") or those that are

non-functionally integrated with their supported organizations ("Type III NFI-SOs").

In order to qualify under the "operated in connection with" relationship test, it is necessary to

demonstrate that both:

(1) The officers, directors, or trustees of the SO maintain a close and continuous working

relationship with the officers, directors, or trustees of the supported organization(s) by reason

of which the officers, directors, or trustees of the supported organization(s) have a significant

voice in (a) the investment policies of the SO; (b) the timing, manner of making, and selection

of recipients of grants made by the SO; and (c) otherwise directing the use of the income and

assets of the SO (the "responsiveness test") 3 ; and

(2) Either (a) the activities engaged in for or on behalf of the supported organization(s) are

activities that perform the functions of, or carry out the purposes of, such organization(s), and

that these activities, but for the involvement of the SO, normally would be engaged in by the

supported organizations themselves (the "but for" alternative method of satisfying the "integral

part" test) 4 ; or (b) the SO makes payments each year in an aggregate amount equal to at

least 85% of its income to (or for the use of) the supported organization(s), and these

payments are a sufficiently substantial portion of the total support of the supported

organization(s) to ensure the attentiveness of the supported organization(s) to the SO's

operations (the "payout" alternative method of satisfying the "integral part" test).

With respect to satisfaction of the requirements described in 1 above, if the SO was supporting or

benefiting the supported organization(s) before 11/20/70, additional facts and circumstances (such as a

historic and continuing relationship between the SO and the supported organization(s)) may be taken

into account in establishing compliance with those requirements. No further guidance is provided

concerning the manner in which this rule is to be applied.

As explained in more detail below, the PPA (and Regulations to be issued pursuant to its provisions) has

made the requirements for qualification as a Type III SO more stringent than formerly was the case, and

has significantly reduced the benefit of qualifying as a Type III SO (especially one that is engaged

predominantly in grant-making activities) as compared with private "non-operating" foundation status.

Avoidance of control by "disqualified persons." An SO cannot be controlled directly or indirectly by

one or more "disqualified persons" (as defined in Section 4946 ) other than foundation managers and

other than one or more supported organizations.

An organization attempting to qualify as an SO is considered "controlled" for this purpose if disqualified

persons, by aggregating their votes or positions of authority, may require the organization to perform
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any act that significantly affects its operations or may prevent the organization from performing such an

act (e.g., the right to designate annually the recipients of the SO's income). Generally, an SO will be

considered to be controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified persons if the voting power

of the disqualified persons in the aggregate is 50% or more of the total voting power of the organization's

governing body, or if one or more of the disqualified persons has the right to exercise veto power over

the actions of the organization. All pertinent facts and circumstances are taken into consideration in

determining whether a disqualified person does in fact indirectly control an organization.

DISADVANTAGES OF SO STATUS AFTER THE PPA

The PPA significantly modified the statutory scheme as it applies to SOs primarily to address perceived

abuses, including concerns that some SOs were being used inappropriately to benefit private interests

(especially in the context of family-controlled SOs used for estate planning purposes to avoid certain

disadvantages that accompany private foundation status). As noted above, the PPA for the first time

established formal classes of SOs, classifying them as Type I, Type II, or Type III SOs.

The PPA also amended both the responsiveness test and the integral part test, both of which must be

satisfied by a qualifying Type III SO.

The most important of the PPA's changes is that, as noted above, Type III SOs are further divided into

either "functionally integrated" ("Type III FI-SOs") or "non-functionally integrated" ("Type III NFI-SOs"),

depending entirely on the outcome of the "but for" alternative under the integral part test. All SOs,

regardless of "type," must satisfy the responsiveness test.

Type III FI-SOs

To qualify as a Type III FI-SO, a Type III SO must satisfy requirements similar to, but somewhat more

limited than, the requirements under current law for a private foundation to qualify as a "private operating

foundation." Thus, in addition to satisfying the requirements of the "responsiveness test," a Type III

FI-SO must satisfy the requirements of the "but for" alternative under the "integral part" test by

demonstrating that the activities in which it engages for or on behalf of its supported organization(s) are

activities to perform the functions of, or carry out the purposes of the supported organization(s), and that

"but for" the activities of the Type III FI-SO those activities normally would be engaged in by the

supported organization(s) themselves. In addition, a Type III FI-SO must satisfy both an "expenditure

test" and an "assets test."

Under the "expenditure test," the SO must use substantially all of the lesser of (1) its adjusted net

income, or (2) 5% of the aggregate FMV of its "noncharitable" net assets (i.e., assets other than those

used or held for use directly in supporting the charitable programs of its supported organization(s)), in



either case directly for the active conduct of its activities that directly further the exempt purposes of its

supported organization(s). It is likely that amounts an SO expends on pure grant-making activities will

not count towards satisfying the expenditure test.

Under the "assets test," the Type III FI-SO must devote at least 65% of the aggregate FMV of all of its

assets directly for the active conduct of activities that directly further the exempt purposes of its

supported organization(s).

Type III NFI-SOs

In order to qualify as a Type III NFI-SO, in addition to satisfying the requirements of the "relationship"

test noted above, a Type III NFI-SO must satisfy a "payout requirement" under which it must distribute

annually to or for the use of its supported organization(s) (which generally may not exceed five in

number 5 ) an amount equal to at least 5% of the aggregate FMV of all of its "non-charitable" assets.

As described below, Type III NFI-SOs are subject to significantly more stringent requirements than Type

III FI-SOs (including in particular the general limitation on the number of supported organizations to

which a Type III NFI-SO may provide financial support, as noted above). In many instances, these

requirements make a decision to "accept" or convert to private foundation status more desirable than

perpetuating Type III NFI-SO status.

Type III FI-SOs are not significantly worse off under the PPA changes than are Type I and Type II SOs,

and, generally speaking, status as a Type I SO, a Type II SO, or even a Type III FI-SO, remains

preferable to status as a private foundation. The same cannot be said for Type III NFI-SOs.

PPA Amendments Affecting All SOs

Some of the changes made by the PPA affect all SOs, regardless of type.

New penalty excise tax. A new penalty excise tax is imposed on "substantial contributors" and "related

persons" receiving payments from SOs.

Automatic tax on the full amount paid. The PPA imposes a new penalty excise tax on "substantial

contributors" 6
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who receive certain types of payments or other transfers from any type of SO. The new tax is modeled

on a combination of the existing "self-dealing" rules that apply to private foundations and the

"intermediate sanctions" excise tax provisions that currently apply to public charities, including SOs.

Under this new rule, any grant, loan, payment of compensation, or other similar payment made by an SO



to a "substantial contributor" (or a person "related" to a "substantial contributor") of the SO is treated

automatically as an excess benefit transaction, and the entire amount of the payment is treated as the

excess benefit. That is, unlike the intermediate sanctions excise taxes that are imposed only if a

"disqualified person" receives a benefit which exceeds the value of any services or other consideration

provided to a charitable organization that is not a private foundation (and only on the excess amount),

this tax is imposed without regard to whether the payment by the SO exceeds the FMV of any services

or other consideration provided to the SO by the substantial contributor, and it is imposed on the entire

amount involved in the transaction-not just the "excess." Thus, the substantial contributor (or related

person) will become subject to an initial penalty excise tax in the amount of 25% of the entire amount of

the payment.

An organization manager who participated in the decision to make the payment, knowing that the

payment was a grant, loan, payment of compensation, or other similar payment to a substantial

contributor, will be subject to a tax in the amount of 10% of the entire amount of the payment (although

such tax is capped at a maximum of $20,000 per transaction).

"Correction" required. In addition to these "first-tier" taxes imposed on substantial contributors and

organization managers, the usual "second-tier" taxes under the existing intermediate sanctions rules

also apply. Accordingly, any failure to "correct" the subject transaction (that is, to repay the entire

amount, plus interest) during the "correction period" would result in the imposition of a penalty excise tax

on the substantial contributor in the amount of 200% of the entire amount of the "prohibited" payment.

"Other similar payments." Under this new rule, "other similar payments" include payments in the nature

of grants, loans, or payments of compensation, such as expense reimbursement payments. "Other

similar payments," however, do not include, for example, payments made pursuant to bona fide

purchases or leases of property by the SO from a substantial contributor. 7

Related persons and entities also covered. Most important, in addition to applying to a "substantial

contributor," the new penalty excise tax also applies to any "related person" to a substantial contributor

(meaning a member of the family of a substantial contributor-defined very broadly for this purpose to

include spouses, siblings and their spouses, ancestors, children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and

spouses of children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren). In addition, certain entities (corporations,

partnerships, and trusts and estates) in which substantial contributors and members of their families own

in the aggregate more than 35% of the voting power or equity/beneficial interests also are subject to this

tax should they receive "prohibited" payments from an SO.

Additional new tax on loans to "disqualified persons." In addition to this new "automatic excess

benefit transaction" excise tax imposed on grants, loans, or payments of compensation (or other similar

payments) made by an SO to a substantial contributor (or a family member, or a 35%-or-more-owned

entity), a similar "automatic excess benefit transaction" tax is imposed on loans made by any type of SO

to a "disqualified person" with respect to the SO, as defined in the existing intermediate sanctions rules.

Thus, the same penalty excise tax will be imposed on the entire amount of any such loan. This is



intended to eliminate the provision of loans by an SO to any person in a position of significant influence

with respect to the SO.

"Disqualified person" status. A "disqualified person" with respect to a particular loan transaction with an

SO is any person who was in a position to exercise substantial influence over the affairs of the SO at any

time during the five-year period ending on the date of the loan transaction, which would include

automatically, but not be limited to:

• A person holding the powers, responsibilities, or interests of a voting member of the board of

directors or trustees of the organization.

• The president, chief executive officer, or chief operating officer of the organization.

• The treasurer and/or the chief financial officer of the organization (or others having ultimate

responsibility for managing the organization's finances).

• Any "related persons" of such "disqualified persons."

New disclosure reporting requirements applicable to SOs. As a result of the PPA amendments, all

SOs, regardless
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of type, must file annual Forms 990 without regard to the amount of the organization's normal gross

receipts (i.e., the return filing exception for organizations normally having gross receipts of less than

$25,000 annually will no longer apply to SOs), and every SO will have to indicate on its Form 990 for

each year its proper classification as either a Type I, Type II, or Type III SO.

Absence of "control" by disqualified persons. In addition, SOs are required to demonstrate annually on

their Forms 990 that they are not controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified persons

(other than by foundation managers or by one or more publicly supported organizations) through a

certification required to be made on Form 990. In this regard, it is intended that SOs also will be able to

certify (presumably under Regulations) that the majority of their governing bodies are comprised of

individuals who are selected based on their special knowledge or expertise in the particular field or

discipline in which the SO conducts its operations, or because such board members represent the

particular community that is served by the public charity supported organizations.

"Disqualified person" status attributed to SOs. The PPA also introduced a new rule that treats, for

purposes of the existing intermediate sanctions rules, a "disqualified person" of an SO automatically as a

"disqualified person" of the SO's supported organization(s).

New Rules for Type III SOs

The PPA adds six new rules for Type III SOs only:

(1) Minimum distribution/payout requirements for Type III NFI-SOs.

(2) Treatment of grants by private foundations as other than qualifying distributions and as



taxable expenditures.

(3) A new excess business holdings rule.

(4) A requirement for notification to supported organizations.

(5) A prohibition on supporting foreign organizations.

(6) A prohibition on the receipt of contributions from persons controlling supported

organizations.

Minimum distribution/payout requirements for Type III NFI-SOs. The PPA directs Treasury to issue

Regulations requiring that Type III NFI-SOs make certain minimum payments or distributions for

charitable purposes. Type III FI-SOs will not be required to make payments to their supported

organizations because their activities are closely related to performing the functions of, or carrying out

the purposes of, their supported organizations. Type III NFI-SOs, however, will be required to make

distributions of a specified percentage of either their income or their assets to their supported

organization(s) to ensure that these distributions are in sufficiently significant amounts so that those

supported organizations are attentive to the activities of their Type III NFI-SO.

This minimum payout requirement for Type III NFI-SOs is modeled on the current law minimum

distribution requirements that apply to private foundations. Although the PPA does not specify the

percentage of income or assets that Treasury should select for the required minimum distribution, interim

guidance suggests that it will initially be the same as the amount of the minimum distribution

requirements currently imposed on private foundations, which generally require distributions annually in

an amount roughly equal to 5% of the net value of the private foundation's "noncharitable" assets (i.e.,

generally, its investment assets). 8

Grants by private foundations. Under another important PPA special rule aimed at Type III NFI-SOs, a

(non-operating) private foundation will not be permitted to count as a "qualifying distribution" for

purposes of satisfaction of its minimum distribution requirements any amount paid to a Type III NFI-SO.

In addition, any amount that under this rule does not count as a qualifying distribution also would be

treated as a taxable expenditure under the current private foundation rules. 9

Excess business holdings rule. Under the new excess business holdings rule, 10 generally, the

existing excess business holdings rules that apply to private foundations 11 would be applied to Type III

NFI-SOs (but not to Type III FI-SOs). "Disqualified persons" would include those persons described

above-the same as under the existing intermediate
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sanctions rules (not the existing private foundation rules, and thus resulting in somewhat broader

application)-and include substantial contributors and related persons, and any organization effectively

controlled by the same persons who control the Type III NFI-SO, or any organization substantially all of

the contributions to which were made by the same persons who made substantially all of the

contributions to the Type III NFI-SO.



Treasury may by Regulations decide not to impose these excess business holdings rules if a Type III

NFI-SO establishes to the Service's satisfaction that any excess business holdings it may have are

consistent with the purpose or function constituting the basis of its tax-exempt status. Certain additional

limited exceptions are provided, and transition rules are also provided for periodic gradual reductions in

the amount of any significant excess business holdings already held on 8/17/06.

Required notification to supported organizations. All Type III SOs (without regard to whether they

are "functionally integrated") must notify the organizations they support of certain information intended to

ensure that supported organizations will be in a position to monitor the responsiveness of their SOs. For

example, the notification to be provided by a Type III SO to its supported organization might include an

annual report that includes a description of all of the support provided to the supported organization by

the SO, how the support was calculated, and a projection of the amount of support expected to be

provided by the SO in the next year. It is intended that a failure to make a sufficient showing would be

taken into account as a factor in determining whether the SO satisfied the responsiveness test of

present law. These rules will need to be developed in Regulations.

Supporting foreign organizations. The PPA provides that any Type III SO (without regard to whether it

is "functionally integrated") may not support an organization that is not organized under the laws of the

U.S. Any Type III SO that supports a foreign organization on the date of enactment will not be subject to

this rule until the first day of the third tax year of the Type III SO beginning after 8/17/06.

Contributions from persons controlling supported organizations. The PPA also provides a new rule

under which a Type III SO would be treated as a private foundation for all purposes (until such time as it

can demonstrate to the Service's satisfaction that it qualifies as a public charity other than as an SO) if

the Type III SO accepts any gift or contribution from a person (other than a public charity, not including

an SO) who controls, directly or indirectly, either alone or together with certain other persons, the

governing body of a supported organization of the SO; is a member of the family of any such person; or

is a 35%-owned entity (owned by such persons). 12

STRATEGIES FOR TYPE III NFI-SOs

Under the PPA, the principal disadvantages of being classified as a Type III NFI-SO are:

• The likelihood that under Regulations expected to be issued in the near future, Type III

NFI-SOs most likely will be limited to supporting no more than five publicly supported

organizations. 13

• The impact of the minimum distribution/payout rules and the excess business holdings rules,

both of which are very similar to rules that apply to private foundations.

• The inability of private foundation grantors to be able to treat as qualifying distributions grants

made to Type III NFI-SOs, with the concomitant treatment of such grants as taxable

expenditures for such private foundations, all resulting in significant inhibition on private



foundation grants.

• The application of the intermediate sanctions/excess benefit transaction rules to cover,

automatically, any grant, loan, or payment of compensation or other similar payment from any

SO to a "substantial contributor" or a related person (broadly defined)-with the full amount

involved in the transaction being treated as an excess benefit and subject to a significant

excise tax regime. 14

• The obligation to provide each supported organization with such information as Treasury may

require in Regulations (not yet issued).

• The prohibition on acceptance of gifts or contributions from persons who directly or indirectly

control a supported organization.
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Given the significant disadvantages associated with Type III NFI-SO classification, many organizations

will want to evaluate realistic alternatives for changing their non-private foundation status by converting

to some other status. Generally, the only alternatives available for terminating Type III NFI-SO status

while continuing to avoid private foundation status are the following:

(1) Conversion to Type I SO status. This generally requires that a majority of the governing

body of the SO be appointed by the supported organization(s), creating a parent-subsidiary

type of relationship. Such an option would likely be impractical if the intended supported

organizations are significant in number and not similar in functions or operation to one another.

(2) Conversion to Type II SO status. This generally requires that control over the SO be held

by the same persons who control the supported charitable organization(s) (i.e., majority

overlap of the boards in a brother-sister type of relationship). This also is probably impractical

in situations in which multiple supported organizations, that are not themselves closely

affiliated or related, are anticipated or desired.

(3) Conversion to broadly publicly supported organization status. This may be even less

practical than conversion to Type I or Type II status, and would be a realistic option only if the

SO could successfully launch a significant fundraising operation. 15

In the (often likely) event that all of the above alternatives are considered to be unrealistic, many Type III

NFI-SOs will need to consider possible conversion to private foundation status. Conversion to private

foundation status has the advantage of permitting an essentially unlimited number and category of

supported organizations to serve as grantees without any requirement that there be a formal relationship

between the private foundation and the supported charitable organization, or any other requirement

reminiscent of the "integral part test."

Such a conversion, however, does have several disadvantages:

• A 2% excise tax is imposed on net investment income.

• Generally, there is more limited benefit in terms of charitable contribution deduction limitations

from individual donors than is true for a "public charity."

• Private foundations are subject to various other excise taxes (self-dealing rules, minimum



distribution requirements, excess business holdings, and taxable expenditure rules), some of

which, as described above, apply in generally similar form to Type III NFI-SOs (e.g., the

self-dealing rules are similar to the automatic intermediate sanctions/excess benefit rules

described above (except that they apply to broader categories of "disqualified persons" than

substantial contributors and members of their families)).

• Lobbying expenditures made by private foundations are treated as "taxable expenditures"

subject to a 20% excise tax, while a Type III NFI-SO generally would be permitted to make

"insubstantial" lobbying expenditures without any adverse tax consequences.

CONCLUSION

In the final analysis, it is clear that the changes wrought by the PPA have made Type III SOs much less

attractive than before its enactment. In particular, the PPA has eliminated most, if not all, of the

advantages a Type III NFI-SO possessed as compared with private foundation status. Organizations that

are reclassified as Type III NFI-SOs as a result of the PPA must evaluate all available options and make

an informed decision concerning their future operation as a tax-exempt entity. No doubt, given the

harshness of the PPA restrictions, many such organizations will choose (or be compelled) to accept

private foundation status or perhaps even to wind up their affairs.

Practice Notes

As a result of enactment of the PPA, and to assure compliance with new Regulations that are soon to be

released, SOs will need to be vigilant to monitor expected detailed requirements concerning minimum

distributions and to identify carefully the organizations they will be permitted to support. In this regard,

practitioners should keep the following points in mind.

(1) All SOs, regardless of "type," must file with the IRS an annual information return (generally

a Form 990) regardless of the amount of such organizations' annual gross receipts (i.e., even

if less than $25,000).

(2) To comply with the appropriate requirements, all Type III SOs must determine their new

sub-classification as either "functionally integrated" or "non-functionally integrated," and

recognize the respective requirements applying to the category in which they find themselves.

(3) All SOs must be aware that certain transactions with substantial contributors are

automatically treated as "excess benefit transactions." SOs should establish appropriate

internal controls to prevent the occurrence of such transactions.

(4) All Type III NFI-SOs must pay particular attention to, and comply with, the annual payout

requirement.

(5) All Type III NFI-SOs must face, and find ways to cope with, the reality that they are

unlikely to receive private foundation grants because private foundations are not permitted to

count such grants as "qualifying distributions."

(6) If an SO meets the relevant requirements, it can request to be reclassified as a public



charity described in Section 509(a)(1) or (a)(2) by following the procedures outlined in Ann.

2006-92, 2006-48 IRB 1017 .

1 For example, and among other things, private foundations are generally subject to certain excise

taxes and must comply with "minimum distribution" and "taxable expenditure" rules.

2 On 3/13/08, the Service published on its website a memorandum and related guide sheets setting

forth guidelines for use by the IRS in processing applications for recognition of exemption under

Section 509(a)(3) . The memorandum and guide sheets are available at

www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=174956,00.html.

3 An alternative method of satisfying the responsiveness test that was previously available to

charitable trusts formed under state law has been eliminated by the PPA. Notice 2008-6, 2008-3 IRB

275 , however, provides transitional relief for certain charitable trusts that no longer satisfy the

responsiveness test as a result of this PPA amendment.

4 This would be the case only in the situations in which the SO actually engages in activities that

benefit the supported organization(s) instead of simply making grants to support the supported

organization(s).

5 Type III NFI-SOs that were in existence prior to the date on which Regulations are proposed (or on

which Temporary Regulations are issued) may support more than five supported organizations

provided that at least 85% of the Type III NFI-SO's total required minimum payout requirement

(described below) is distributed to, or for the benefit of, supported organizations with respect to which

the Type III NFI-SO satisfies the requirement of the "responsiveness test."

6 A "substantial contributor" for this purpose is identified by using mechanical rules that are similar to

the existing rules that apply in determining whether a person is a "substantial contributor" with regard

to a charitable organization.

7 Nevertheless, such transactions remain subject to the existing intermediate sanctions rules in

Section 507(d)(2) that apply to excess benefit transactions (so that the tax would apply only to the

extent the amount of the payment exceeded the FMV of the consideration received by the SO).

8 REG-155929-06, 8/1/07, 72 Fed. Reg. 42335 (8/2/07).

9 This rule provides the same treatment for any amount paid to any other type of SO if a disqualified

person with respect to the private foundation directly or indirectly controls either the SO or a supported

https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=509%28a%29%281%29&permaId=ic3052f4819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=PARA&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=509%28a%29%282%29&permaId=ic3052f4819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=PARA&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=RULNG70&linkType=docloc&locId=ann2006-92&permaId=i0a63a07832ae11dd877bc7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=ANNOUNC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=RULNG70&linkType=docloc&locId=ann2006-92&permaId=i0a63a07832ae11dd877bc7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=ANNOUNC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=509%28a%29%283%29&permaId=ic3052f4819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=PARA&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=RULNG70&linkType=docloc&locId=preamble_notice2008-6&permaId=ia414a644f91a11ddad790a48867caa77&tagName=NOTICE&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=RULNG70&linkType=docloc&locId=preamble_notice2008-6&permaId=ia414a644f91a11ddad790a48867caa77&tagName=NOTICE&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=18.03&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=26uscas507%28d%29%282%29&permaId=ic2b59dd419d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=PARA&endParm=y


organization of the SO.

10 In addition to applying to Type III NFI-SOs, these new excess business holdings rules also would

apply to Type II SOs but only if those organizations accept gifts or contributions from a person (other

than a public charity, not including an SO) who (1) controls, directly or indirectly, either alone or

together with certain other persons (vaguely defined), the governing body of a supported organization

of a Type II SO, (2) is a member of the family of such persons, or (3) is a 35%-or-more-owned entity.

11 These rules generally limit business holdings by private foundations (in combination with similar

holdings of all "disqualified persons") to not more than 20% of (1) the voting stock of a corporation, (2)

the profits interest of a partnership, or (3) the beneficial interest of a trust, with certain minor

exceptions.

12 This new rule also applies to Type I SOs. It is not entirely clear why this rule is made applicable to

Type I SOs but not to Type II SOs.

13 With the limited exception described in note 5, supra.

14 These intermediate sanction rules apply to all SOs, regardless of "type."

15 An SO seeking to reclassify as a Section 509(a)(1) or (a)(2) organization must follow the

procedures outlined in Ann. 2006-93, 2006-48 IRB 1017 .
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